In the database language PASCAL/R, the programming language PASCAL and concepts based on the relational data model are integrated. Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. Although, for this example, the effect of strategy 3 is the same as that of strategy 2, in general the extension of range expressions is more efficient for query optimization, because it works on a query as a whole and takes into account the quantifiers.
The distinction between the two strategies has, to our knowledge, not been recognized in the literature.
Given a standard form selection expression, the PASCAL/R compiler can find the appropriate monadic expression, say S(rec), to extend the range expression of some variable, rec.
To do so, it uses the equivalences SOME ret IN rel (S(rec) AND WFF) = SOME ret IN otherwise it is the minimum value of the value list.
The reason is that "less than SOME vn component value" is equivalent to "less than the maximum" and "less than ALL values" means "less than the minimum". Also, if the relational operator = occurs combined with the quantifier ALL of vn, or the operator <> combined with quantifier SOME, at most one value need to be stored.
Either Ongoing research tries to integrate than with optimal use of permanent access paths and to develop further approaches to improve the phase structure of the algorithm. the referees for helpful comments which improved the English presentation of the paper.
